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Unika Vaev Introduces New Exciting Products from Abstracta
Norwich CT, June 2020 - Unika Vaev, provider of fresh solutions for contract textile and
acoustical needs, is pleased to announce the addition of new acoustic products from
Abstracta.
Trumpet functions as an inverted trumpet reducing noise while providing soft lighting.
Trumpet is remarkably thin, resulting in an aesthetic elegance to any space wile contributing to
noise reduction. Trumpet was designed for a dining room in an Andorra ski-resort, which, on
an average day is filled with 400 energetic kids with ski boots.
Trumpet is designed by Cutu Mazuelos and Eva Prego for Stone Designs. Their design is
influenced by Japanese and Scandinavian culture. Like many of their designs, Trumpet is
characterized by simplicity and a careful attention to detail.
”It is not an acoustic panel with LED lighting. It’s a lamp with acoustic properties”, states Cutu
Mazuelos.
Trumpet has a solid wood body and an acoustic core made from recycled waste fabrics and
used PET bottles. Trumpet comes in two standard sizes in a wide selection of fabrics and
colors. Custom sizes are also available.
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The dB Pillar Collection is a game-changer in the field of acoustic furniture. In combination
with the material and the pillar design, the collection employs unique acoustic features that
radically reduce the level of low frequency noise. dB Pillar is also unique from an environmental
viewpoint, the pillars are filled with textile scraps from Abstracta’s factory.
The Swedish designer Thomas Bernstrand explores the potential of an essential element of
architecture to add new value and function to a space: The pillar. Since antiquity, the pillar has
been used as support for buildings but also as an ornament or a monument. Thomas
Bernstrand’s version of the pillar makes a playful reference to the latter.
dB Pillar includes tables, stools, and pillars available in various heights and features. The
products are available in a wide selection of fabrics and colors. The tables include power
outlets for phones and laptops.

•••
Unika Vaev was founded in 1975 and offers solutions for all your textile needs. Unika Vaev’s
extensive Acoustical Collection provides multiple functional and aesthetical acoustical ceiling,
wall, floor and movable standing screen solutions that effect sound absorption,
sound diffusion and sound isolation in a wide range of interior spaces.
unikavaev.com
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